Abstract: Silicate based inorganic materials are important for the synthesis of a new inorganic molecules in which the studies for ultrahigh proton conductivity and catalysis. Quantitative structure-property and structureactivity relationships of the silicate oxygen networks necessitate expressions for the molecular topological features of these networks. In QSPR/QSAR studies, physicochemical characteristics and molecular topological indices such as atom-bond connectivity (ABC), geometric-arithmetic (GA), harmonic (H) and sum-connectivity (χ) indices are used to model the physicochemical properties of chemical compounds and networks. These topological indices are based on the degrees of the vertices (atoms) of a connected graph. Recently, two novel degree concepts have been defined in graph theory; ev-degrees and ve-degrees. In this study by using the ve-degree concept, we define ve-degree atom-bond connectivity (ve-ABC), ve-degree geometric-arithmetic (ve-GA), ve-degree harmonic (ve-H) and ve-degree sum-connectivity (ve-χ) indices as parallel to their corresponding classical degree versions. We show that the ve-degree sum-connectivity index give better correlation than Wiener, Zagreb and Randić indices to predict the acentric factor of octanes. Also, we compute the ve-degree topological indices for some silicate oxygen netwoks such as dominating oxide network (DOX), regular triangulene oxide network (RTOX), dominating silicate network (DSL) and derive analytical closed formulae of these networks.
Introduction 2 Preliminaries
In this section we give basic definitions and facts about above mentioned graph invariants. A graph G = (V, E) consists of two nonempty sets V and two-element subsets of V namely E. The elements of V are called vertices and the elements of E are called edges. The degree of a vertex v in a graph G, deg (v) , is the number of edges that incident to v. The set of all vertices which adjacent to v is called the open neighbourhood of v and denoted by N(v). If we add the vertex v to N(v), then we get the closed neighbourhood of v, N[v] .
For a vertex v, ( ) deg( ). Among the all topological indices, the Wiener (W), Zagreb (M 1 and M 2 ) and Randic (R) indices have been used than other topological indices in the chemical literature. Estrada et al. (1998) modelled the enthalpy of formation of alkanes by using atom-bond connectivity (ABC) index. The ABC index for a connected graph G defined as; ( ) 
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Vukičević and Furtula (2009) defined the geometric-arithmetic (GA) index and compared GA index with the well-known Randić index. The authors showed that the GA index give better correlation to model standard enthalpy of vaporization of octane isomers. The GA index for a connected graph G is defined as;
The harmonic index was defined by Zhong (2012) . The H index for a connected graph G defined as;
The sum-connectivity index (χ) were defined by Zhou and Trinajstić (2009) . The χ index for a connected graph G defined as;
These four topological indices were defined by in relation to the classical degree concept in graph theory. Recently two novel degree concepts 'ev-degrees' for the edges and 've-degrees' for the vertices have been defined (Chellali et al., 2017) . And now we give basic definitions of these novel graph invariants. 
where n e denotes the number of triangles in G containing the edge e.
Observation 2.4. Let G be a connected graph and v ∈ V(G), then;
where n v denotes the number of triangles in G containing the vertex v. And now we give the definitions of ve-degree atom-bond connectivity (ve-ABC), ve-degree geometric-arithmetic (ve-GA), ve-degree Harmonic (ve-H) and ve-degree sum-connectivity (ve-χ) indices for a connected graph G.
Definition 2.5. The ve-degree atom-bond connectivity (ve-ABC) index for a connected graph G defined as;
Definition 2.6. The ve-degree geometric-arithmetic (ve-GA index) for a connected graph G defined as;
Definition 2.7. The ve-degree harmonic (ve-H) index for a connected graph G defined as;
Definition 2.8. The ve-degree sum-connectivity (ve-χ) index for a connected graph G defined as;
Main results
In this section we compare all above mentioned old and new topological indices with each other by using strong correlation coefficients acquired from the chemical graphs of octane isomers. We get the experimental results at the http://www.moleculardescriptors.eu. The following physicochemical features have been modeled: entropy, acentric factor (AcenFac), enthalpy of vaporization (HVAP), standard enthalpy of vaporization (DHVAP). Also we find the Wiener index, the first Zagreb index, the second Zagreb index and the Randić indices of octane isomers values at the http//:www.moleculardescriptors.eu. We summarized the results in Table 1 . It can be shown from the Table 1 that the ve-degree sum-connectivity index gives the highest value of correlation coefficient of the property of acentric factor. And now, we compute ve-degree topological indices for the DOX, RTOX and DSL.
Dominating oxide network
The structure of a DOX network is depicted in Figure 1 . Before we calculate the ve-degree topological indices of DOX network we have to determine the ve-degrees of end vertices of the all edges for an arbitrary DOX network. We know from the Observation 2.4 that the ve-degree equals the sum degree for triangle free graphs. Let 8, 12, 14, 16 be the sum degree sequence of the vertices of DOX networks. Note that from the Figure 1 except from the vertices of sum degree equals 8 which they are only contained within a triangle, the other vertices are only contained within exactly two triangles. From this fact and Figure 1 , we give the ve-degree partition of the end vertices of edges for DOX networks in Table 2 . And now, we begin to compute ve-degree topological indices for DOX networks. 
Proof. By using the equation (7) and Table 2 , we can write that; 
RTOX network
The structure of a RTOX network is depicted in Figure 2 . Before we calculate the ve-degree topological indices of RTOX network we have to determine the ve-degrees of end vertices of the all edges for an arbitrary RTOX network. Figure 2 shows the partition of the edges with respect to their sum degree of end vertices an arbitrary RTOX network. 
S. Ediz
Note that from the Figure 2 except from the vertices of sum degree equals 6 and 8 lies in only one triangle, the other vertices lie in exactly two triangles. From this fact and Figure 2 , we give the ve-degree partition of the end vertices of edges for RTOX networks in Table 3 . And now, we begin to compute ve-degree topological indices for RTOX networks. Proof. By using the equation (7) and Table 3 , we can write that; 
Dominating silicate network (DSL)
The structure of a DSL network is depicted in Figure 3 . Before we calculate the ve-degree topological indices of DSL network we have to determine the ve-degrees of end vertices of the all edges for an arbitrary DSL network. Figure 3 , shows the partition of the edges with respect to their sum degree of end vertices of an arbitrary DSL network. Note that from the Figure 3 , half of the vertices of sum degrees equal 15 lie in two triangles while the other half of the vertices of sum degrees equal 15 lie in three triangles. The vertices of sum degrees equal 18 lie in three triangles. And the other vertices exactly lie in four triangles. From these facts we give the ve-degree partition of the end vertices of edges for DSL networks in Table 4 . GA DSL n n n 
Conclusions
In this study we define ve-degree topological indices and showed that the ve-degree sum-connectivity index give better correlation than Wiener, Zagreb and Randić indices to predict the some specific physicochemical properties of octanes. Also we investigated ve-degree topological indices of oxygen and silicate networks. It can be interesting to compute the exact values of ve-degree topological indices for other chemical compounds and networks. It can also be interesting to investigate mathematical propertes of ve-degree topological indices. The ev-degree concept can be used to define ev-degree topological indices such as; ev-degree ABC index, ev-degree GA index, ev-degree H index and ev-degree sum-connectivity index. Also the relations between ev-degree and ve-degree topological indices are worth to study for future studies.
